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City boundaries and Informal roads 

Informal roads are vehicular roadways beyond the current 
publicly-governed road network constructed, maintained 
and/or used by various entities and individuals based on 
private, special purpose and/or informal practices and 
regulations (Kuklina et al., 2020). 

 

 

 
“Actor-Network Theory does not trap the analyst in a 
bounded space of city <…> it is difficult , perhaps impossible, 
to distinguish in any clear way the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ in 
today’s city” (Urban Assemblages: How Actor-Network 
Theory Changes Urban Studies. Routledge & CRC Press., 2021) 
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Study area 

Ust’-Kut, Irkutsk Region 
Population: 40.8 thousand 
Area: 56 km2 
Share of green area: 56% 
 

Severobaikal’sk, Republic of Buryatia 
Population: 23.2 thousand 

Area: 110 km2 
Share of green area: 75% 



Ust’-Kut 

(https://irksib.ru/) (https://irk.aif.ru/society/)  

(https://yandex.ru/) (http://www.ust-kut24.ru/) 

https://irk.aif.ru/society/
https://irk.aif.ru/society/
https://irk.aif.ru/society/


Severobaikal’sk 

http://rubabr.com/ http://smgrf.ru/ 

https://yandex.ru/maps/org/administratsiya_g_severobaykalska https://ulan.mk.ru 



Data and methods 

- interviews with local residents and experts; 

- participant observations;  

- inventory road maps;  

- municipal documents and reports. 

 



Results 
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Results: 

• Informal roads are beyond government control and 
managing; 

 
“We do not keep them [IR] in the budget, there are not funds 

for them” (representative of Ust-Kut municipality, 08.2019); 

 

“It would be good if you tell us specifically what roads we 
have and how important they are. We understand that they 
are, we know, but how are they used and whether they are 

important...” (representative of Severobaikalskiy municipality, 08.2019). 

 



• High demand for IR with an increase in the quantity and 
quality of off-road vehicles (jeeps, ATVs, swamp buggies, 
etc.), as a result the growing visitors' flow; 

 
Q: Well, you said about ATVs, that is, people use them to go to the 

forest? For hunting or just like that? 

A: It's just that. It's just such a massive entertainment, the people 
are watching TV. 

Q: Outsiders? Or is it locals? 

A: Outsiders, but you know, we already have several local ATVs.  
(W, 55, Severobaikal’sk, 08.2019) 

 

Results: 



• Opening access to remote places; 
 

A: Poaching. They get everything they need. There is fishing, you 
can find rare fish, game animals, birds, everything! This is taiga. 

Q: Is the access open? 
A: Of course. 

Q: And how do they poach? There is a hunting community, are 
there no restrictions here? 

A: Yes, they are, officially. However, in fact there is no control. 
There is huge area and a few controllers. On the one hand, this is 
better than in the south where there is more population and less 

nature. And here it is the opposite.  
(M, 60, tourism worker, Severobaikal’sk, 08.2019) 

Results: 



• For Ust’-Kut: the problems of environmental impact, 
e.g. poaching, overfishing, wildfires; 

"They've already fished everything near the city, it's more interesting there 
(in remote areas), there are more fish» (fisherman, 60, Ust’-Kut, 03.2020); 

 

“There are fewer people out there, more game animals. There are more 
people here. (In addition) all hunters have grounds, some are far away, 

some are closer.” (M, 50, Ust’-Kut, 07.2016) 

 
 

Results: 



• For Severobaikal’sk: local concerns about fragile 
ecosystems; 

 
“Krasny Yar, Ludyr, they are under strong impact ... Firstly, there 

is an annual large tourists' flow, and they go up in cars. 
Somehow it is necessary to regulate all this…. But how?” (W, 40, 

tourism worker, 08.2019); 

 
“They put up a "fence" there, which, big men regularly come in 

huge jeeps, they need to pass, they are strong, they got out these 
three logs ("fence") and go by cars further” (W, 40, tourism worker, 

08.2019). 

  

Results: 



• lack of control leads to littering (cans, bottles that can 

cause a wildfire) of suburban informal roads.  

 

Results: 



Comparison by the cities 

Ust’-Kut Severobaikal’sk 

Informal roads 
development 

In past the active development of logging, 
geological exploration, hunting paths.  
In present active development of oil and 
gas industry, logging.  

In past construction of BAM railway, 
logging, geological exploration, hunting 
paths.   
In present logging  outside the Baikal CEZ  

For what purposes IR 
are used by locals 

Informal roads are used by locals for 
hunting, fishing and picking berries.  

Recreational activities (visiting 
sightseeing spots), hunting , picking 
mushrooms and berries, and just take a 
walk. Some drivers just train on such 
roads for themselves, check the 
capabilities of their cars, etc.  
 

Restrictions on use Some type of IR are not public roads, for 
example, the road that goes along the 
pipelines are considered departmental and 
it is quite difficult for locals to go there, 
most often there are barriers with security 
officers. 
Restriction on visits during high wildfire 
hazard period. 
 

Since almost all roads are old 
technological roads that are abandoned, 
there are no closed roads. Local hunters 
help foresters to control the fire 
hazardous situation in the forest. 
Restriction on visits  just during high 
wildfire hazard period.  
 



The use of the informal road networks by residents of the study cities 
is in demand both for everyday life and recreational activities. 
 
Key Features:  
• The use of IR near Severobaikal’sk is intensive, especially on the 

coast of Lake Baikal, overloading of unique places on the coast of 
the Lake Baikal leads to the destruction of local ecosystems, 
wildfires. Need to regulate the use and management of roads in 
these places; 

• The use of IR network near Ust’-Kut is extensive, the active growth 
of the informal road network due to extractive industrial 
development opens access to remote areas with rich resources 
(game animals, fish), in which locals are interested. 

Conclusions 
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